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By associating machine-learning and an analytical model (i.e. gaussian noise model), we reduce uncertainties on the
output power profile and the noise figure of each amplifier in an optical network. We leverage the Signal-to-Noise
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is based on a gradient-descent algorithm where all the uncertain input parameters of the analytical model are
iteratively modified from their estimated values to match with the SNR of light paths in a European optical network.
The design margin is then reduced to 0.1dB for new traffic demands. © 2020 Nokia Bell Labs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The design of optical networks relies on a software tool to predict the
Quality of Transmission (QoT) such as Bit-Error Rate (BER) for each
traffic demand, which must be beyond a predefined threshold. Network
designers typically add significant (up to several dBs) pre-defined
“design margins” to the values predicted by the QoT tool [1-2], resulting
in network over-dimensioning. Design margins compensate for errors
both from the QoT physical model itself and from the uncertainties on
the tool input parameters.
To improve the accuracy of a QoT tool, many different Machine
Learning (ML) algorithms have been considered [3-19]: neural
networks, random forest, network kriging, L2-norm minimization,
regression, support vector machine. Different sets of network
parameters have been considered as inputs for these ML techniques. A
detailed review of all these ML methods for the QoT estimation can be
found in [20]. In [19], the wavelength allocation of the closest neighbors
around the central channel has been included to evaluate the QoT
before the traffic demand is established. Experimental validations have
been realized in with small-scale network testbeds [21-24].
An accurate ML-aided QoT tool requires a large amount of data for
training. Learning the model from a given network topology and
applying it to another topology can reduce the need for large training
data sets. A transfer learning method can be the solution as shown in
[25]. However, for a small amount of uncertainties on the network
parameters, it is wiser to keep the analytical models like the Gaussian
Model [26] as QoT tool. Indeed, it is shown in [27] that this model is
more accurate for the evaluation of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) in
the area of low uncertainties (on span lengths). The equivalent
ML-aided QoT function starts to be more accurate than the analytical

model for a larger amount of uncertainties, reducing network design
margins. Also, by studying the influence of fiber length uncertainty and
its type of distribution (e.g., uniform or gaussian) on the accuracy of the
ML-aided QoT estimation, it is shown that a different type of distribution
between the actual fiber lengths and the ones considered in the training
is also crucial for QoT evaluation [28].
In [29], we proposed a different method to reduce design margins
stemming from QoT parameters uncertainties. The goal was to reduce
uncertainties on two QoT parameters: Noise Figure (NF) and output
power profile of all Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifiers (EDFA) in an optical
network. The term “EDFA ouput power profile” is simplified by “power
profile” in the rest of this article. Like all these aforementioned ML-aided
techniques, our method operated on the same data set to leverage the
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) measurements. The essential difference
comes from the fact that we add the information coming from existing
analytical models. We do not create a new relation between the SNR and
all the network parameters. Indeed, this relation has been already
developed and widely tested with experimental data or through
(split-step Fourier) simulations. For that reason, we call our approach a
“physicist ML”. The analytical model we considered in this study is the
Gaussian Noise model (GN) [30]. In this model, due to the gaussian
noise assumption, the inverse of the SNR for all links of the network are
all independent (i.e. , no dependency on the path-history of the signal)
and can be added to evaluate the SNR of the light path. This property is
mandatory for any model correlating the SNR of all established light
paths to evaluate the SNR of new light paths. It is also the case for
approaches not necessarily based on an analytical model (e.g., [19]),
since the additive property of the inverse SNR is also needed.
A similar way to reduce the uncertainties of the QoT tool is proposed
in [12]. The authors also iteratively modify the uncertain QoT

parameters. Instead of exploiting the gradient of each parameter to get
the new values of the QoT parameters, they modify all parameters by
minimizing the difference of the actual and estimated SNR values. This
method can be applied to any QoT function (even non-analytical
methods), since it does not require the calculation of derivatives. In our
method, the gradient is evaluated by deriving the analytical GN formula.
However, the gradient can also be obtained with a numerical evaluation
of the derivative. It can also work with any QoT tool, such as an empirical
QoT function generated with a classical ML method. Our method, like
the one presented in [12] is also model-agnostic.
In [27], another approach was introduced to improve the accuracy of
SNR estimation in the presence of uncertainties on the span lengths.
Like our algorithm, this method combines a ML technique together with
an analytical model. First, the SNR is calculated analytically with the
uncertain span lengths using the GN model. By feeding a shallow neural
network with these SNR values, the error between the nominal values
(i.e. measured) and the GN evaluation can be learned and applied to
calculate the SNR for new light paths (LPs). By doing so, the SNR is not
learned but only the correction to be added to the GN model. This
correction is then added to the GN model’s SNR estimation.
Any parameter appearing in the SNR analytical formula of the GN
model may be uncertain. With a classical ML approach, these
uncertainties on QoT parameters also exist, and we would search the
unknown relation between the SNR (i.e., output features) and the
uncertain QoT parameters (i.e., input features). This relation can be
expressed as SNR = f(θ, x) for a ML method based on a single hidden
layer neural network; x corresponds to the input features and θ values
are the regression parameters. The goal is to find the neural weights θ
for a given activation function f, knowing the ML input and output
features. The uncertainties on the input parameters (i.e., x) lead to an
increase of the inaccuracy of the ML-aided QoT evaluation. For example,
the influence of fiber length uncertainty on the accuracy of the QoT
estimation was recently analyzed in a classical ML based model [27, 28].
With our physicist ML method, the activation function f and the
values of coefficients θ are already known since they are given by the
analytical model. In that case, we can reduce the uncertainties on the
input features “x”, knowing the SNR and the model (i.e., θ and f). This
procedure cannot be done with a classical ML approach since the
activation function is not known. However, a sufficiently accurate
analytical model is needed for our physicist ML approach. When we
have more uncertain input parameters in the model, we can keep our
method by extending the list of features. Consequently, we need to retrain our model each time new input features are added. This re-training
is also needed for the classical approach when we want to refine the ML
model with new features.
The extreme situation where all the terms in the analytical QoT
formula are unknown would correspond to the classical ML approach
since information on the activation function coming from the analytical
model vanishes. A sign of this ML/Analytical model convergence when
the uncertainty increases can be seen in [27]: the SNR error of these two
approaches tends to the same value for a very large amount of
parameter uncertainty (i.e., fiber length uncertainty).
Moreover, the two approaches (physicist or classical) are based on
the same inputs and the monitoring of the network parameters can also
feed the classical ML algorithm, giving a QoT evaluation more accurate
than the one obtained with estimated values of these network
parameters (i.e. design values). In the same way, our physicist ML
approach can also lead to an accurate evaluation of the QoT by starting
from the design values of the network parameters, but convergence
would be slower. The monitoring complexity is then identical for the
classical and physicist approach of ML.
In the work initiated in [29], we were assuming that the EDFA output
power is flat over the C-band. However, some fluctuations/ripples

within the gain bandwidth of the EDFA exist. This non-flatness of the
EDFA gain profile has been recently addressed for the (linear) SNR (i.e.,
OSNR) in [30] and the total SNR (linear + nonlinear) in [31]. In [31] the
gain ripple noise penalty for each network connection is estimated at
the link level with a supervised ML. This process is fed by the
monitoring of the SNR at the receiver side and the estimated gain
profiles (at nodes and at each gain equalizer). In [32], we presented an
extension of the work presented in [29] to improve the QoT accuracy
when the power profile is not flat. The method consists in reducing the
uncertainties on the QoT parameters through the addition of additional
parameters to characterize the power profile. As in [29], the method is
based on a gradient-descent algorithm using correlated information
coming from all the established LPs in the optical network. To initiate
the process, we use the output of the Automatic Gain Equalizer (AGE),
placed just before the transmission fiber to monitor the power profile.
This initially inaccurate power profile is then iteratively modified
(together with the uncertain NF values) until the QoT evaluation
matches with the actual values. With our method, we have access to the
power profile at the span level. Compared to [31], the accuracy of the
QoT estimation is improved. With 400 LPs, we decrease the error on the
QoT for new traffic demands (from few dBs to ~0.1 dB) for the
European backbone network thanks to a more accurate QoT tool. This
accuracy improvement is coming from the uncertainty reduction of the
QoT parameters (NF and power profiles).
In this paper, we extend the work presented in [32] as follows. First,
we present new results obtained using first-fit wavelength allocation
whereas the random-fit rule was the only rule addressed in [32]. This is
an important issue since a part of the allocated C band is different for
these two wavelength allocations and it can influence the accuracy of the
QoT estimation. Second, we increase the parameter uncertainty
variation domain and we observe that the initial knowledge of the QoT
parameters has an impact by decreasing slightly and linearly the
accuracy with the amount of uncertainty. In our previous work [32], this
trend could not be noticed with the two values of uncertainty we
considered. Finally, we extend the results with the accuracy of the
estimated QoT parameters obtained after the training process by
comparing them with the actual values for all the links in the network. A
dependency between the QoT parameters accuracy and the number of
channels per link is found and helped us understand why the power
profile is more accurate for some links.
This paper is organized as follows. We start by describing the
algorithm used in our ML procedure to improve the accuracy of the QoT
evaluation. After presenting the simulation setup (Section 2) and
assumptions (Section 3), our results are presented and separated in
three parts.
The first one is devoted to the accuracy improvement of the uncertain
QoT parameters at the end of our ML procedure. This step is realized
during the greenfield deployment, i.e., at the beginning of the network
life. Data is initially collected at that stage to feed our ML algorithm. The
second part of the results concerns the validation of the ML process. We
validate our improved QoT model with all the demands arriving during
the network life (i.e. brownfield deployment). For all these new
demands, we show that the accuracy of the SNR evaluation can be as low
as 0.1dB. Two types of wavelength allocation are tested: first-fit (Section
4A) and random-fit (Section 4B). In Section 4C, we study the impact of
the parameter uncertainty on this improvement of the SNR evaluation.

2. LEARNING PROCESS
The learning process is similar to that of [28]. The difference comes
from the presence of additional input parameters in the QoT tool due to
the non-flatness of the power profile. The main idea is to modify
iteratively the two uncertain QoT parameters (power profile and NF),

Using the new converged power profiles and NF values, we
can evaluate more accurately the QoT of new traffic demands:
SNRe ≈ SNRactual.
If we update the training database with information coming
from new demands, the QoT prediction tool may be refined
through re-training. Since there is no dependency between the
parameters of all power profiles, the gradient of each QoT
parameter is independently evaluated for each span. We average
over all light paths passing through each span at each step of the
iterative process of the gradient-descent algorithm.
The QoT model we consider (GN) is completely analytical: it has
the advantage to be approximated by a closed form giving the
nonlinear variance for one light path and for any wavelength
allocation, as given by the following expression:

𝜎
Fig. 1 Block diagram of the learning
algorithm. X can be any input parameter of
the QoT model.
starting from their estimated values (issued from measurements or
from datasheet specifications) until they converge towards the
(unknown) actual values. We choose the SNR to characterize the QoT
for all traffic demands in the network. The block diagram of our ML is
illustrated in Fig. 1 and the different steps of the algorithm are the
following:
We start by a routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) for a set
of initial demands. The RWA process is realized with a Random Fit (RF)
or a First Fit (FF) wavelength allocation as described further.
Numerical emulation for the actual values of the QoT parameters
(all measured power profiles and the noise figure for all EDFAs): Xactual
(in Fig. 1). The goal of our ML algorithm is to recover these unknown
values with the smallest amount of traffic.
From Xactual, we evaluate the actual SNR of all initial demands
(greenfield deployment, i.e., first established services) using the
analytical QoT model (i.e., GN model): SNRactual.
Numerical emulation for the estimated values of the QoT
parameters: Xe. These values constitute the starting point of our iterative
ML process.
From these estimated values Xe, we evaluate the estimated SNR
(SNRe) using the same analytical QoT model.
Due to the uncertainties on the estimated parameters Xe, the
estimated SNR is different from the actual one: SNRe ≠ SNRactual. We
assume that the uncertainty on the measured SNR is much lower than
that arising from the power profile and the noise figure of all the EDFAs.
Therefore, the actual SNR (SNRactual) corresponds to the ground-truth
values in our simulations. The accuracy of the analytical model will be
discussed in Section 3.
Construction of the cost function defined with the following
expression: Cost = Σ(SNRe - SNRactual)2.
The summation in the expression of the cost function is realized over
all the LPs in the training set to correlate all the available information in
the network.
We test if the cost function Cost is below a predefined threshold ε.
When Cost >= ε, initial values of the QoT estimated parameters (Xe)
are then modified iteratively by a fixed fraction (α) of the cost function
gradient with respect to each QoT parameter (X’e).
When Cost < ε, the new estimated QoT parameters X’e are then
close to the actual values: X’e = Xactual and we interrupt the ML process.
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The summation is done over all N spans in the light path due to
the additive property of the gaussian noise. The nonlinear SNR of
the span k (𝜎 ) is the sum of two terms: the self- and the
cross-phase modulation contribution, named SPM and XPM,
respectively. With the GN model, SPM and XPM contributions of
the nonlinear distortion 𝜎 take the following analytical form for
the channel j and the span k [26]:
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In Eq.(3), the summation corresponds to the contribution of all
channels i (frequency fi, , power Pi,k) aside studied channel j
(frequency fj, , power Pj,k) in the span k. Nch is the total number of
channels. Bi,j is the baud rate of channel i and j. Terms Ak and Ck
depend on the physical characteristics of the span k: length L,
attenuation α, local dispersion D and nonlinear coefficient γ. The
expression of the functions f and g can be found in Eq. (128) of
[26].
The total SNR (i.e. the measured one) is given by the formula:
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where the linear part of the SNR (i.e. OSNR) is given by:
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𝐵
is the reference spectral bandwidth, ℎ is the Planck
constant and ν the optical frequency.
The nonlinear SNR (𝑆𝑁𝑅
nonlinear noise variance 𝜎 .

is given by the inverse of the

As mentioned in the introduction, we can have some
uncertainties on all terms appearing in the SNR expression
(1)-(6), but we are focusing on the uncertainty on the channel

Table 1 Emulation of the actual and estimated values. *One
AGE per span: the amplitude B is 1 dB for all the spans of the
link. **One AGE per link: the amplitude B increases by 1 dB
after each span of the link until the AGE is reached

QoT
param.
A
B

Actual values
{Aa}=U[0.75, 1.25]

Estimated values
{Ae}={Aa}+U[-Δ, Δ]

{Ba}=1dB *
or

{Be}={Ba}+U[0 , Δ]

{Ba}+ =1dB **
Fig. 2 European network topology [33]
power of each channel (Pi,k or Pj,k) and on the EDFA noise figures
NFk.

3. SIMULATION SETUP AND ASSUMPTIONS
In all our simulations, we consider the case of a European network
consisting of M = 28 nodes, 41 dispersion uncompensated links and 258
spans, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Since all these spans are unidirectional,
there are 516 standard SMF unidirectional fibers in the network [33].
The established demands are carried with 28Gbaud PDM-QPSK
modulated wavelengths, yielding 100Gb/s net bitrate. For these
demands, there are M(M-1) = 756 possible connections between the
M = 28 nodes. A fixed grid of 50GHz was considered in these
simulations. This work could be easily adapted for a flex grid
wavelength allocation. For the greenfield deployment phase, we
consider a uniform traffic matrix where all connections are chosen with
equal probability among the M(M-1) = 756 possible source/destination
connections. We use Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the shortest path and
two types of wavelength allocation: random and first-fit rules. For the
first-fit rule, the allocated wavelength for each demand is the first one in
the spectrum which is commonly available for all the links of the light
path. If no wavelength is available, the demand is dropped. The
wavelength choice in the random-fit rule is equivalent to the first-fit rule
except that the wavelength is chosen randomly in all the available
spectrum. Since the reach of our 100Gb/s demands is higher than the
longest LP, we can assume that all demands are carried transparently.
We also assume that wavelength-dependence of the received SNR has
no impact in the system reach. Associating the wavelength with the
highest SNR to the longest LP is not considered in this study.
To illustrate the assumption that the EDFA output profiles are not flat
in terms of wavelength, in Fig. 3 we show an example of power profile
as function of the 80 wavelength slots of 50GHz in the C-band. In this
study, we consider that the shape of the power profile is sinusoidal. The
solid curve corresponds to the actual shape. The dot-dashed is the
measured power profile, the one which is the starting point of our
gradient-descent algorithm. Finally, the dashed one corresponds to the
estimated power profile obtained at the end the ML process. The
objective of our physicist ML process is to converge the measured
power profile towards the actual power profile, giving the estimated
power profile at the end of the learning process. Each curve is
characterized by three independent parameters: the average power (A),
the amplitude (B) and the wavelength peak shift (C) measured from the
first wavelength of the C-band (cf. Fig. 3).

C

{Ca}=21

{Ce}={Ca} +U[0 , Δ]

NF

{NFa}=U[5.5, 6.5]dB

{NFe} = 5dB

For an arbitrary power profile different for each EDFA output, we
tested the gradient-descent algorithm on the coefficients of a
polynomial expansion of the power profile. There are two drawbacks to
this approach. Firstly, the polynomial degree is very large to reproduce
any shape of power profile. Secondly, the polynomial shape is also
extremely sensitive with a small change in the polynomial coefficients.
Consequently, it is difficult to be used with a gradient-descent algorithm.
In that case, other techniques can be investigated but the general idea of
modifying the power profiles with successive iterations to match with
the SNR measurements developed in this article can remain the same.
The way we generate the actual and estimated values is shown in
Table 1. For actual values, we consider a uniform distribution,
U[min, max], for the averaged power A and NF: U[0.75, 1.25] dB and
U[5.5, 6.5] dB; and constant values for B and C: 1 dB and 21 wavelength
slots. To equalize the power profile, an AGE was placed either after each
span of the network or only after the last EDFA on the link. The power
equalization is considered as perfect (no amplitude ripple after the
AGE). These two configurations will be named in the text with the
expression “one AGE per span” or “one AGE per link”. As shown in
Table 1, the actual value of the amplitude B is constant when we
consider one AGE per span: {Ba} = 1dB and increases by 1dB after each
EDFA until the AGE is reached ({Ba} + = 1dB) when we consider one AGE
per link. The choice of this linear +1dB amplitude increasing at each
EDFA could be replaced with any non-linearly increasing function.
However, we would keep this order of magnitude for the amplitude
growth according to what is commonly observed in real networks. For

Fig. 3 Illustration of the power profile convergence: from
the measured profile (dot-dashed curve) to the estimated
one (dashed curve).

Fig. 4 Example of power profile for a 5-spans link. Left: one AGE per span. Right: one AGE per link.
the case “one AGE per link”, the AGE is positioned after the last EDFA on
the link. As we can see in the last column of Table 1, the parameters of
all the measured power profiles are emulated by adding a zero-mean
uniform noise around each actual value (U[-Δ, Δ]), emulating
monitoring inaccuracy. We show in Fig. 4 an example of the estimated
power profiles at the entrance of the equalizer for all spans of a link in
these two AGE configurations. Fig. 4 (left): one AGE per span and
Fig. 4 (right): one AGE per link. With one AGE per span, all these profiles
can be measured (at the output of the AGE) and the amplitude is equal
to 1 dB for all 5 spans. In this example, only the value of the average
power A and the wavelength peak shift C varies from one span to
another. The amplitude B is kept constant in this example in order to
make a clear comparison with the case of one AGE per link. With one
AGE per link, only the last power profile (the 5th in our example) can be
obtained. In the absence of AGE for the other spans, we do not have any
information on the estimated power profile. To initiate the gradientdescent algorithm, we start from the only measured profile (i.e. the
output of the AGE for the last span on the link) and we scale the shape
with a homothetic transformation: we only decrease regularly the
amplitude B. For example, if 5 dB is the measured amplitude for the 5th
and last span, we keep the same global shape, but we assume that the
missing amplitude for the other spans varies by 1dB after each span.
Several values of uncertainties are tested. The initial NF values are taken
from datasheets specifications. Three values of NF (5, 6 and 7 dB) are
considered to start the ML process.
To compose our training set for the greenfield deployment, we
consider several numbers of LP (NLP, from 100 to 1000) and each of
them is randomly and uniformly chosen among the 756x80 possible
route/wavelength slots combinations. By constructing a set of LPs this
way, a demand with the same source/destination can be repeated but
with different wavelength allocation. The cumulated capacity for this
source/destination is then a multiple of 100 Gb/s. For each value of NLP,
10 random selections of LPs are considered with a uniform distribution

Fig. 5. Example of wavelength allocation for a 3-links light
path. The blue bars correspond to the wavelengths present for
all links. The red and green bars correspond to the wavelength
added in node 1 and 2, respectively.

of the traffic matrix inside the network. An example of the wavelength
allocation is displayed in Fig. 5 for a 3-links light path. The added
wavelengths coming from other routes and sharing some common
links, inserted at node 1 and 2, are represented by red and green vertical
bars, respectively. In this example, we illustrate also that the wavelength
allocation may differ from one link to another one. It is valid for a
random- or first-fit wavelength allocation rule.
Since the wavelength allocation changes each time a new wavelength
is added in the network during the testing part of the ML process, it is
important to include the information on the exact wavelengths position
in the QoT model. In Fig. 6, we show the probability of over-estimation
of the SNR when considering a full wavelength occupancy with respect
to the real one for a random set of 1000 light paths established in our
network. The SNR can be over-estimated by as much as 5 dB and the
average value is 1.7 dB (see the red dashed line). In the inset, we plot the
complement of the cumulated probability as function of the SNR
difference. The SNR over-estimation of 76% of the 1000 light paths is
larger than 1dB. Learning the QoT rule from existing LPs and applying it
for all testing (new) light paths, for which the wavelength allocation is
different, can lead to an over estimation of the throughput or to a
minimization of the number of regenerators. Indeed, if we elaborate the
QoT model with the assumption that the spectrum is fully occupied for
all light paths in the training and testing set, it leads to a SNR lower than
the actual values since the spectrum occupancy increases for all the new
established light paths and this change of occupancy has not been
learned. In addition, this under-estimation of the SNR also applies on the
previously established light paths since the number of neighboring
wavelengths has increased in the meantime. To overcome this situation,
the wavelength allocation should be added among the features of any
ML algorithm. This feature has been included in [19] to account for the
correlation in both space and spectrum domains to evaluate the QoT of
demands before being established. The set of data can be extremely
large since it should contain all the possible wavelength allocations. To
reduce the amount of data, which is exponential with the number of
wavelengths, the authors have considered a maximum of three
neighboring channels aside the central one. More, each time we need to
add wavelength-dependent QoT parameters, like the power or the
baud-rate (e.g., for an elastic network), the amount of data strongly
increases. In our method, this wavelength allocation is already present
since we consider the GN analytical model as a part of the information
we use for the ML process. Consequently, we don’t need to learn these
neighboring channels interference. However, unlike what is presented
in [19], the QoT accuracy in our approach strongly depends on the

Fig. 6. Probability of the SNR error with a full wavelength
occupancy with respect to the real wavelength occupancy with
one random set of 1000 light paths.
accuracy of the analytical model. On the other hand, the inaccuracy due
to the non-additivity of the inverse SNR at the link level is common for
both approaches and for any other method leveraging the QoT. The
error due to a non-gaussian distribution of the nonlinear noise variance
(𝜎 ) has been evaluated to less than 2dB, depending on the number of
channels or fiber type in [34]. Knowing that the installed systems are
operating few dBs below the optimal power to avoid uncorrected blocks
and using the Eqs. (1)-(6), the SNR error is around 0.27dB for a shift
of -2dB. This QoT inaccuracy is much lower than the several dBs design
margin which is usually considered [1-2].
After this training process, we obtain the power profiles and NF
values for all spans close to the actual ones. We need to validate them by
considering new light paths for which we calculate a route, assign
wavelengths and calculate the QoT using the new converged power
profiles and NF values. This phase corresponds to the brownfield
deployment in the network life. An example of wavelength assignment
for one light path is illustrated on Fig. 7. The blue vertical bars represent
all assigned wavelengths for the light paths initially established and
belonging to the training set (greenfield deployment). The red vertical
bar represents the wavelength allocation for the new light path
(brownfield deployment).
Adding new light paths in the brownfield deployment can modify the
EDFA output profile obtained during the phase of training in a dynamic
scenario, even in the case where the new wavelengths are allocated
between the previously established one. To tackle this issue, a step
composed with an EDFA gain modeling can be added after the training
phase to consider this power profile changes between the training and
testing phases. A lot of studies have been published on that subject, for
EDFAs or Raman amplifiers [35-48]. A re-training can be realized at any
time during the brownfield deployment to adjust this estimated power
profile with the same ML procedure previously presented. Obviously, it

Fig. 7. Example of wavelength allocation for a 3-links light
path. The blue bars correspond to the wavelengths in the
greenfield deployment (training phase). The red bars
correspond to the new wavelengths added in the brownfield
deployment (testing phase).
is difficult to extrapolate the power for wavelengths far away from the
highest wavelength of previously established demands in the greenfield
deployment. The best way is to treat these demands separately. For
example, we can set their powers to the average value of the power
profile obtained with our ML approach and refine these values with a
re-training.
To widely test the ML-aided QoT rule, we consider all possible
combinations of source/destination of our network and for each of
them, we calculate the shortest-path route. For all available
wavelengths of each light path (i.e., each empty slot in Fig. 7), we
evaluate the SNR (SNRestimated) and compare it to SNRactual calculated with
the actual values of the QoT parameters. The accuracy of our ML method
is then defined as a difference between SNRestimated and SNRactual.

4. RESULTS
A. Reduced uncertainties on the QoT parameters
In Fig. 8, we show the evolution of the error on all estimated
QoT parameters {A, B, C, NF} as function of the number of
iterations during the gradient-descent process for one random
set of 1000 training LPs using the random-fit wavelength
allocation. We consider a typical 5-spans link from the network.
There were 106 iterations in the ML process, taking about one
hour on a standard desktop PC without any optimization, scaling
linearly with the number of LPs. Before all QoT parameters
converge towards the actual values at the end of the ML process,
the error reduction follows a path which is completely different
for the QoT parameters of each span. It shows that all parameters
of the gradient-descent algorithm are free to evolve, as
mentioned earlier in the method description. In Fig. 8(a) we even
see that the error on the parameter A starts to decrease for some
spans in the link (i.e. 1 and 2) and increase for the other spans (3,
4 and 5). At the end of the process, they all converge to the actual
values.

Fig. 8 (a), (b) and (c): Evolution of the error (estimated-actual, linear scale) during the gradient-descent algorithm on the EDFA output
power profile of one typical link (made of 5 spans): on the averaged power A, the amplitude B and the wavelength shift C. (d): on the NF.

Fig. 9 Error on the parameter A (see Fig. 3) for all the 82
network unidirectional links sorted with an increasing
wavelength occupancy (i.e. the number of wavelengths in the
spectrum) and for a random-fit wavelength allocation. This
wavelength occupancy is represented by the blue curve and its
scale is shown on the left y-axis. The error on the parameter A
(in dB) is represented with green triangles (with ML) and the
with red squares (without ML).
This error reduction on the QoT parameters may vary for each
network link. For that purpose, we plot in Fig. 9 the error on the
parameter A (see Fig. 3) for all network links sorted with an
increasing wavelength occupancy (i.e. the number of occupied
wavelengths in the spectrum) and for a random-fit wavelength
allocation. As all spans are unidirectional, the wavelength
allocation is then different for both directions; explaining why the
number of links on the x-axis goes up to 82. This wavelength
occupancy is represented by the blue curve and its scale is shown
on the left y-axis. The error on the parameter A (in dB) is
represented with green triangles (with ML) and the with red
squares (without ML). We have divided the figure in three parts:
LA, LB and LC. In the part “LA” (consisting of link 1 and 12), the
largest error is around 0.6 dB, with and without ML. For these
two links, the wavelength occupancy is extremely low: only 6
wavelengths in the complete C-band (brown cross in Fig. 9). In
the part “LB” (links 2 to 20, except 12), the error is lower than in
“LA”, but we still have a similar error, with and without ML. A
prediction of the complete power profile based on only few points
necessarily introduces discrepancies. On the contrary, in the part
“LC”, the number of allocated wavelengths is larger than 20,
leading to a better fit of the power profile and the error obtained
with ML is globally much lower than the one obtained without
ML. The error on the parameter A of the power profile (i.e.
amplitude) is always lower than 0.3 dB once the ML process is
achieved. Without this ML process, it can reach 0.7 dB.
B. Reduced QoT inaccuracy (random-fit wavelength
allocation)
With accurate power profiles and NF values at the end of the
ML process, we evaluate the SNR for all new traffic demands. This
testing set for our ML algorithm is built as follows: for each traffic
matrix at the end of the greenfield deployment, we list all possible
LPs for which we have a possible wavelength to be allocated. The
testing set is the complementary part of the training set. The ratio
between the amount of training data with respect to the total
value (training + testing) is equal to [0.2; 0.5; 1.6; 10.6] %, well
below the usual 70% used in ML method. This learning ratio is
shown on the top horizontal scale for each sub-figure of Fig. 10.
For each LP from this testing set, we evaluate the SNR using the
GN model fed by the QoT parameters obtained either with the ML
process (SNRestimated) or by using the actual values (SNRactual).

Fig. 10 Box plots of the SNR error without and with ML as
function of the number of light paths in the training set for a
parameter uncertainty Δ of 1 dB. (a): one AGE per link. (b): one
AGE per span. The top horizontal scale is the corresponding
learning ratio (random-fit allocation).
Fig. 10 represents the box plot of the SNR error
(SNRactual - SNRestimated) as function of the number of training LPs
(from 100 to 1000). Each box plot is defined by 3σ, median, first
(Q1) and third (Q3) quartile values. The case of one AGE per
link/span is shown in Fig. 10(a)/ Fig. 10(b), respectively. We
consider Δ = 1dB of uncertainty on all the QoT parameters.
With such uncertainty on the power profile parameters, the SNR
error is in the range [-4, 6] dB with one AGE per link and [-1, 3] dB
with one AGE per span. As mentioned before in Section 3, with one
AGE per link, only the power profile of the last span of the link is
known and all others are inferred, leading to a strong uncertainty on
the power profiles for all spans except for the last one. Consequently,
the SNR error can be extremely large without our ML process, as we
can see in Fig. 10(a). However, with one AGE per link or per span, the
SNR error decreases rapidly when we increase the size of the training
set: the SNR error is reduced to ~0.1 dB for 99.7% of cases (3σ) with
only 400 light paths (1.6% of learning/testing ratio). Hence, the
excess of uncertainties in the power profile with one AGE per link
almost vanishes with the ML process.
C. Reduced QoT inaccuracy (first-fit wavelength allocation)
Focusing now on the impact of the wavelength allocation, we
compare in Fig. 11 the SNR error obtained after the ML process
for two wavelength allocation rules: RF and FF. Like in Fig. 10, we

Fig. 11. Box plot the SNR error as function of the number of
training LPs (from 100 to 1000) for the two types of
wavelength allocation: RF and FF, respectively.

Fig. 12. SNR error box plot as function of the uncertainty on
the power profile parameters and for three estimated values
of NF: 5 dB (a), 6 dB (b) and 7 dB (c). These results are
obtained for 400 light paths and with one AGE per link
plot the box plot the SNR error (SNRactual - SNRestimated) as function
of the number of training LPs (from 100 to 1000). We focus on
the worst situation: one AGE per link and with 1dB of
uncertainties on the parameters of the power profile. For both
wavelength allocations, the SNR error is reduced in a similar way
when we increase the number of light paths in the training set:
400 light paths are required to reduce the QoT inaccuracy to less
than 0.15 dB. The accuracy obtained during the ML process is
even slightly lower with the first-fit allocation, due to a denser
repartition of data in the first half of the power profile. With a
more complex and non-symmetric power profile, we would
obtain a similar accuracy level with a high number of light paths
or with a random-fit wavelengths allocation.
D. Impact of the amount of uncertainties
To recover the actual shape of the power profile at the EDFA
output, we start by estimating this shape with measurements
available at the output of the AGE. To study the impact of the
discrepancy between the actual and the estimated values of the
input QoT parameters, we show in Fig. 12 the SNR error box plot
as a function of the uncertainty on the power profile parameters
and for three estimated NF values: 5 dB (a), 6 dB (b) and 7 dB (c).
These results are obtained with 400 light paths and with one AGE
per link. The QoT estimation after the ML process is always very
accurate since the SNR error reaches only 0.3 dB when the
uncertainty on each QoT parameter can be as high as 2dB. For
each estimation of the NF values (5, 6 or 7 dB), the SNR error
evolves linearly with the amount of uncertainty, for the 3σ and
the average value, as shown by the green and red dashed lines in
all the subplots of Fig. 12. The small decrease of the SNR error
with the actual value of the NF can be attributed to a reduction of
the nonlinear noise variance (which is P2 dependent) with
respect to the linear variance (which is P-1 dependent); P is the
average power of the power profile. Indeed, the average ratio of
the nonlinear variance over the total value (Eq. 5) is decreasing
from 0.56 to 0.45 when the NF varies from 5 to 7dB.

5. CONCLUSION
To obtain an accurate QoT model, there are two options. The
first solution is to use ML techniques to build the function relating
the monitored SNR to the network characteristics. The second
solution (considered in this article) is to improve the accuracy of

the SNR evaluated with an analytical QoT model (GN) by reducing
the uncertainties on its input parameters. In this work, we are
focusing on two input parameters: the output power profile and
the noise figure for all the EDFA amplifiers in the network. By
feeding a machine-learning process based on a gradient-descent
algorithm with a set of measured/monitored data (SNR, EDFA
output power profile) and NF values issued from datasheets, we
were able to reduce those uncertainties. Consequently, we reduce
design margins from a few dBs to about 0.1dB for new demands
in the brownfield scenario of a European network topology. The
over-provisioning can be strongly reduced, decreasing the cost of
the network. To reach such a level of accuracy, we assumed that
the GN model gives the ground-truth SNR. The analytical QoT
model should be sufficiently accurate at least when there are no
uncertainties on the network parameters. In that case, our
physicist ML is a promising direction to improve the QoT
evaluation by decreasing the parameters uncertainties using the
SNR monitoring. More, to reduce this additional QoT evaluation
error due to the non-additivity of the inverse SNR, we should
keep working on improving the analytical models. Analytical
network modeling and ML-based approaches join their forces to
improve the existing models.
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